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Preliminary question: What is a distributed system?
An answer: Distributed = More than one computer

● This is mostly true, but …
● Multiple cores, Docker images, VM’s
● GPU’s, disk caches, USB devices

More academically:

● Concurrency
● No global clock
● Independent failures



Why do we need distributed systems?



So are distributed systems even needed?
Moore’s law ...



So are distributed systems even needed?
Moore’s law ...



So are distributed systems even needed?
Cost of storage ...



The Apollo program...

"If you have a basket ball and a baseball 14 feet apart, where the baseball represents the moon 
and the basketball represents the Earth, and you take a piece of paper sideways, the thinness of 

the paper would be the corridor you have to hit when you come back."

So are distributed systems even needed?



➔ Websites indexed: 60,000,000,000,000
➔ Web indexes: 100,000,000 terabytes
➔ Searches per second: 64,000
➔ Computing per search: More than Apollo

◆ On the flights (AGC)
◆ In mission control (IBM 360/75’s etc)
◆ In planning (many)
◆ 11 years, 17 missions

➔ Daily active users: 1,100,000,000
➔ Average daily time on facebook: 20 min
➔ I.e.: > 15,000,000 concurrent users
➔ Video views per day: 8,000,000,000
➔ 2010 Image views / second: 1,000,000

◆ FB now has 4x as many users
➔ Candidate newsfeed stories / user: 2500

Because big data is bigger



And it’s not just Google and Facebook ...
Twitter Lambda: 800k analytic events/sec

The Large Hadron Collider:
    2012: 12k servers, 65k cores; 
    Now: 15k hypervisors, 100k VM’s

AT&T metadata DB: ~16 trillion records, 1987-now
(in general, telco arch. must be distributed)



So “big data” is big - but is that all that matters?

Aka “other reasons a distributed system is necessary” ...

● Throughput
● Latency (geographic)
● Robustness
● Handling growth

The specific “why” is important



Ultimately, there are two types of system...
1. Small, non-distributed
2. Large, distributed
3. Small - but then grow to be large (oops, off-by-one…)

Critical to decide early,  change is hard



Why is working with distributed systems 
hard? (is it?)



For devops, the big bad wolf is a fragile wolf ...
● Microsoft data centres: On average, 5.2 devices and 

40.8 network links fail in each data centre every day
● Github’s MySQL migration:

○ High load → health checks failed → secondary promotion → 

secondary cache cold, performance poor → auto-failover back
back to primary → devops disables failover → recovery (phew!)

○ Except, discovered the next morning: No primary-secondary 

replication → maintenance mode disabled → cluster attempted to split brain, led to minority 
cluster and message rejection → private repos shown to other users (oops, business fail)

● Network partition of MongoDB configured to use “safe mode” → network 
partition → split brain → cluster recovery → all new txns (2 hours) rolled back

● VoltDB example: split brain detection off → multiple primaries → data loss



For devops, why so fragile?
More pieces, more interactions, 
more things that can break

● The Birthday paradox
● Pets vs livestock (mindset)

“When pet’s get sick, you nurse them back 
to health. When livestock get sick you 

shoot them and get another one. It takes a 
family of three to care for a single puppy, 

but a few cowboys can drive tens of 
thousands of cattle over great distances, all 

while drinking whiskey.”



Is it just computers?
Layers of leaky abstractions, unexpected interactions

➔ Analogue: Challenger disaster
➔ “The O-ring froze and shattered”
➔ Reality a bit more complex. In brief:

◆ The external booster casing balloons under
the stress of ignition

◆ This causes hot gas to escape
◆ In normal conditions the O-ring comes out of its groove, 

opportunistically blocking the gas
◆ But it was too cold that morning
◆ … Or burnt propellant makes an ad hoc plug
◆ Except this time: very strong wind shear
◆ So ad hoc plug is shaken loose ...

Basically: big problems are hard problems
(Space Shuttle has 2.5mm moving parts)



Ergo: The Eight Fallacies of Distributed Computing
1. The network is reliable.
2. Latency is zero.
3. Bandwidth is infinite.
4. The network is secure.
5. Topology doesn't change.
6. There is one administrator.
7. Transport cost is zero.
8. The network is homogeneous.

(h/t Bill Joy, Tom Lyon, L. Peter Deutsch, James Gosling)



Features are also more “fragile” (i.e. limited) ...
● CAP theorem - “pick any two, but you must pick partition tolerance”

○ Partition tolerance - the system operates despite network partitions
○ Consistency - informally, system behaves like it has a global clock

■ Formally: Linearizability (CAP consistency is not the same as ACID consistency)
○ Availability - informally, “all available nodes give a non-error answer”

■ Formally: Every valid request to any non-failed node results in a non-error response

● In general:
○ Weaker guarantees (e.g. “eventual consistency”)
○ Weaker isolation (ACID)

■ Dirty reads, non-repeatable reads, phantom reads
■ Lost writes, write skew (allow updates without confirming ACID consistency still holds)

Pick your poison: Data loss (AP) or downtime (CP)?



A quick scan of a very distributed 
landscape ...



Step back: What are distributed systems used for?
Storage or computing - but “infinite diversity in infinite combinations”...

● OLTP (records) vs OLAP (analytics)
○ OLTP: Enough money for withdrawal?
○ OLAP: What music to recommend?

● append only vs read/write
○ Metadata vs customer orders

● structured vs flat ("flat")
○ System configuration vs door swipes

● noisy vs clean ("clean")
○ Census data vs network traffic

● batch vs online
○ LHC experiment analysis vs streaming data
○ E.g.: anomaly detection



So what kinds of tools are there?



… And a not-very deep dive into VoltDB



VoltDB: it’s an awesome OLTP DB
What is it?

● SQL
● “Strong” ACID, CP
● In-memory
● Shared nothing
● Limited cross-node synchronisation
● Lockless
● … Millions of transactions per second
● Stored procs are Java classes

○ This is really really nice

How does it work?

● Horizontal partitions (“sharding”), replicas
● Lockless, single-threaded data operations 

○ Because concurrency is expensive
○ Enforces serialisation

● Deliberate limitations to get high TPS 
○ No external transaction control
○ Determinism (not really a downside)

● Horizontal scalability
● Persistence via replication, snapshots, 

command logs



So VoltDB is just a SQL DB with Java procs, right?
Yes…

● You can write SQL (but no cross-table constraints, triggers, cascades)

No! Remember: Big problems are always hard problems; be careful...

● Non-deterministic logic
● Single- vs multi-partition queries, Run Everywhere, “double dipping”
● Schema partition design
● Other stored procedure “gotchas”

Maybe another time: “VoltDB done good”:
How to write VoltDB stored procs that (a) work and (b) are fast



I want to play with VoltDB
Great! It’s easy and free:

● Download the Community Edition: https://www.voltdb.com/download
● Run it on a Linux or Mac box
● VoltDB dev resources and examples

are good (Google is your friend)

https://www.voltdb.com/download


FINIS

(any questions?)


